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AV & IT Rental

BirdDog P200 PTZ Camera

The worlds best full NDI & SDI PTZ production camera with Sony CMOS backlit
sensor and image module. Perfect for virtual and hybrid steaming productions.
Designed for serious production the image quality of P200 is best in class. By teaming up
BirdDog’s custom NDI® silicon chip, a Sony CMOS Backlit Sensor, and a true Sony Image
Module, P200 has lightening auto focus, incredibly sharp images, and insanely fast zoom.
P200 has frame rates up to 1080p60, 30x optical zoom, and features independent, live triple
outputs in SDI, HDMI and Full NDI®.
®

FULL NDI . NO COMPROMISES.
In the world of NDI® there are two flavours, NDI® and NDI|HX. NDI® is a variable bit rate, IFrame codec that is reaches around 140Mbits at 1080p60 and is visually lossless. NDI|HX
is a compressed, long-GOP, H.264 variant that reaches around 12Mbits at 1080p60. P200
is a Full NDI® camera.

SONY SENSOR. YOU DESERVE THE BEST.
The best pictures come from the best silicon. P200 is teams up a world class Sony CMOS
Backlit Sensor with the BirdDog custom NDI® chip to form a match made in silicon heaven.
Your productions deserve the best.

SONY IMAGE MODULE. OPTICS DONE RIGHT.
Lightning auto focus. Insanely fast zoom. Precision optics. The only way to achieve the best
picture quality is with image module made by the world’s best. P200 uses a true Sony
image module to give unparalleled performance, picture quality, and responsiveness.
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TRIPLE OUTPUT. NDI , SDI AND HDMI.
With NDI®, SDI, and HDMI simultaneous outputs the P200 is ready to go live with your full
NDI® workflow today or if you are still in an old school SDI workflow you can control via
RS422, RS485, and RS232. No matter which way you like to work, you can rest easy in the
knowledge that P200 has you covered for all workflow situations.

30X OPTICAL ZOOM. OVER THERE IS NOW OVER HERE.
Never miss a shot again. 30x optical zoom brings the whole world to you. Now you can
zoom in to the other end of a football game and stay locked in on the action. The incredible
optical zoom function makes P200 perfect for sports such as football, baseball, hockey, ski
fields, basketball, soccer, and more.

POE OR DC. YOU HAVE THE POWER.
P200 can be powered by Power over Ethernet (PoE) or from the included power adapter.
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